Room 25 Weekly Lesson Plan
Teachers: Mrs. O’Leary & Mrs. Sedgwick
Week of: March 25-29, 2019
Weekly Themes and Concepts:
Air and Space
Snack &
Snack Person
RAND
Class
Meeting

Two of Vera’s favorite fruits or veggies, for 15 children
Tostitos Brand Tortilla Chips
Tostitos Brand mild salsa
Would you like to ride in a spaceship?
Memory challenge game: If I went to the moon, I would
pack...
Discuss the concept of opposites

Language and Literacy Concepts:
Oliver Who Would Not Sleep by Mara Bergman, Amazing Airplanes by Tony Mitton and Ant Parker, I Took the Moon for a Walk by Carolyn Curtis and Alison Jay,
Pete the Cat-Out of this World by James Dean, Planet Name Game by Trish Rabe
Concepts in Mathematics:
Matching opposites game
Number Bingo
Make your best guess for the estimation jar
Look high, low, behind, under and find the hidden moon rocks
Fine and Gross Motor Development:
Coffee Filter “planets”
Fold and fly your own paper airplane
Try out ribbon wands during playground time
Earth painting project
Science and Technology:
Gravel and astronauts in the sensory table
Investigate magnets, magnifying glasses, stethoscopes and more at the
“Science Lab” in the dramatic play area
Try It! How do planets orbit the sun? Roll a marble around the ‘sun’ in a pie
pan to see.
Exploring the Arts (Art, Music, Drama):
Use your imagination and go on a adventure in our spaceship tent!
What will happen when we color a coffee filter then spray it with water?
Make a kazoo and investigate how it makes different sounds
Paint a rainbow….R is for red, O is for Orange, Y is for yellow…
History, Culture, and Social Studies:
Talk about the globe and find the United States of America
Special Events and Activities:
Meeting the Massachusetts’ Guidelines for Early Learning Experiences:
Student will use props to explore space and movement (ribbon wands)
Explore a variety of materials to create two- and three- dimensional artwork

Curriculum plans subject to change, we are preschoolers after all!

